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Introduction 

W s  introduction is not a  part  of IEEE Std 1299K62.22.1-1996, IEEE  Guide for the Connection of Surge Arresters to 
Protect Insulated, Shielded Electric Power Cable Systems.) 

This guide  concentrates on the  connection of surge  arresters  for  distribution  system  terminal  pole  applica- 
tions  in  order  to  minimize  the  total  impressed  transient  voltage  that  the  cable  system  can  experience  during 
surge  current  discharge. It is not  the  intent of this guide to recommend the use of surge  arresters, as that is 
addressed  in IEEE Std  C62.22-1991, IEEE Guide  for  the  Application  of  Metal-Oxide  Surge  Arresters  for 
Alternating-Current  Systems.  Pole  or  system  grounding  values and techniques are not  addressed.  Practical, 
simple  examples are provided  in  an  informative  annex to estimate  margins of protection  depending  upon  the 
arrester  installation  technique  used. 
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IEEE Guide  for  the  Connection of 
Surge  Arresters  to  Protect  Insulated, 
Shielded  Electric  Power  Cable 
Systems 

l. Overview 

1.1 Scope 

This guide  suggests  surge  arrester  installation  methods at distribution  cable  terminal  poles in order to mini- 
mize the total impressed Vansient voltage on medium-voltage  distribution  cables.  Grounding electrode tech- 
niques, pole ground  values,  and  system  ground  grid  values are not  addressed or considered in this document. 

1.2 Purpose 

Historical surge arrester installation techniques for cable system protection may  not  have  provided required 
margins of protection.  Variables  include the terminal-pole  acrester  characteristics,  connection  lead length 
inductive  voltage drop and cable system  open and mid-point arrester  utilization.  Different  protection 
schemes are presented  to  assist  the  user  who is designing  overvoltage  protection for cable systems to esti- 
mate  available  margins of protection.  Margin of protection  calculation  cases for simple cases, which do not 
consider multiple  reflections or the  effects or cable  taps, are included as practical  examples  in  Annex A. 

2. Cable  damage 

Medium-voltage  cables are connected  to  overhead  distribution  lines  and  subjected to surge  conditions.  Over- 
voltage may contribute  to failure or reduction in cable life [B7], (BS]. It is apparent cable life may be 
extended  with  improved  surge  protection [B7],  [B8],  [B9]. Significant aspects of cable surge  protection 
include 

a) Appropriate  arrester at the terminal  pole, 
b)  Minimum  connection  lead  length, 
c) Determination of the  system BIL, with possible  derating  for  aged  systems,  and 
d)  Use of open point  and  midpoint  arresters, as necessary,  to  maintain  desired  margins of protection. 

1 
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3. Lightning  overvoltage  and  cable  system  effects 

3.1 Lightning  surges  on  the  overhead  distribution  system 

Medium  voltage  cables can  be subjected  to  severe  transient  overvoltages as a result of lightning striking on, 
or near the overhead  distribution  system to which the cable is connected.  Lightning strokes terminating  on 
the overhead  distribution line are called  direct  strokes.  Strokes to ground, or to other objects such as trees or 
structures, in the vicinity of the  overhead line produce  electromagnetic  fields  that  can  induce substantial 
overvoltages.  These strokes, which do not strike the line but are  sufficiently close to induce overvoltages, are 
called  induced  strokes. 

3.1.1 Direct strokes 

For a direct stroke, the  voltage  on  the  overhead  line is the  product of  the line surge  impedance  and  the  stroke 
current magnitude.  The  surge  impedance of a typical  distribution  line is approximately 400 R. Unless the 
stroke is to  an  open  end  of a line, the  surge  current  can  propagate  in  both directions away  from the stroke 
location.  Therefore,  the stroke current is divided  in two, and the  line  voltage is 

ef = Istroke . 'line 
2 

where 

el is the  voltage  to  ground of the  struck  overhead  line  conductor 
Ismkc is  the  lightning  stroke  current  magnitude 
Zb,, is the  surge  impedance of the  overhead  line 

Because  lightning  stroke crest currents  are on the order of tens of kiloamperes, crest line  voltage for a direct 
stroke is  on  the  order of megavolts. This voltage  level  greatly  exceeds  typical  distribution line insulation  lev- 
els, and  line  flashover  usually  results. An exception is when  the  line is protected by an arrester within a short 
distance from the  stroke  location. 

Voltages  developed  on  an  unprotected  line prior to  flashover  propagate  along the line as traveling waves.  At 
the  surge  impedance  discontinuity of the  overhead  line to cable  transition,  part  of the wave is reflected  and 
not  all of the  surge  propagates  into  the  cable.  The  voltage,  which  propagates into a cable, from an overhead 
line  terminated  into the cable  without a transition  point  arrester,  can be calculated by 

- "cable 
ecable - 

'Ilne i- 'cable 
' ef 

where 

Zcable is  the  surge  impedance of the cable 

Assuming a typical  cable  surge  impedance of 40 R, only  about 18% of the  incoming  surge  voltage would . 
enter  the  cable  because of the  surge  impedance  discontinuity.  However,  because  the  voltage on the line prior 
to  flashover  could be I O 0 0  kV or  more,  the  voltage  passing  through  to  the  cable  can be excessive. 

3.1.2 Voltages  following  overhead  line  flashovers  from  direct  strokes 

Flashover of the  overhead  line  does not eliminate the source of overvoltage  applied to the cable.  At  the 
stroke  location. both  the  overhead  phase  and  neutral  conductors  will be elevated  to the same  potential  with 
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respect to ground  after  flashover.  Unless  the  neutral  grounding  impeQance  at  the  struck  location is low,  both 
conductors  will  have a large  voltage  with  respect  to  remote  earth.  For  example, a 50 kA stroke to a location 
where  the  neutral is grounded  through 50 C2 will  elevate  the  phase  and  neutral  to 2500 kv. 

Voltage  waves  propagate  away  from the struck  location  along  both  the  phase  and  the  neutral. At adjacent 
locations  where  the  neutral is grounded,  there  will  be a reduction  in  the  neutral  voltage. The voltage on the 
struck  primary  conductor is reduced  through  inter-phase  coupling, but  not  to the  same  extent as the  neutral- 
voltage  reduction. As a result, the voltage  difference  between  the  primary  and  neutral  increases. This phase- 
neutral  voltage  is  impressed  on  the  cable  at  the  overhead  line  to  cable  transition,  modified by the cable surge 
impedance  discontinuity.  The  voltage  magnitudes from this phenomenon  alone can be excessive,  even if the 
line  were  to  flashover  instantly at the  stroke  location. 

This same  phenomenon  occurs  when an overhead  line  flashover is averted by a surge arrester on  the struck 
phase  near  the  stroke  location.  The  neutral  is  elevated  to  the  same  potential as the  phase,  minus the arrester 
discharge  voltage. The voltage  difference  tends to increase  at  adjacent  neutral  ground  locations.  Arresters at 
locations  other than the  cable  termination  point  do  not  protect  the  cable. 

A 
ef eCJb1e 

Overhead line Cable 
a)  Overhead  line  terminating  at  cable 

A Overhead line 

b) Cable  tap off overhead  line 

Figure  1-Surge  impedance  discontinuity for overhead  line  terminating  at  cable  and  for 
cable  tap off of  an  overhead  line 

3.1.3 Induced  lightning  surges 

The  majority of lightning  surges  that  occur on a distribution  line  are  induced,  particularly  when  the line is 
shielded by nearby  trees  and  structures.  Induced  surge  voltages on the  overhead line are  usually  several  hun- 
dred  kilovolts,  or  less. At the  cable transition, the impedance  discontinuity  allows  only a portion of the 
induced  surge  voltage to propagate  into  the  cable.  Equation (1A) applies  to  the  calculation of the cable voltage 
for the case where the overhead line terminates at the cable  transition.  For  the  common  case of a cable tapped 
off of a continuing  overhead line, the percentage of voltage  refracting  onto  the  cable is slightly less. Consid- 
ering the magnitude of induced  surges  and  the  voltage  reduction due to  the  surge  impedance  discontinuity 
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between an overhead line and a cable, inQuced  surges are not  generally critical to medium  voltage cable insu- 
lation as compared to the  discharge  voltage  produced by a surge  arrester at the cable termination discharging 
a direct sfroke. 

3.1.4 Surge  impedance  discontinuity with surge  arrester 

An arrester located at the discontinuity junction appears as a virtual  voltage source to the cable system, pro- 
vided that the refracted  voltage is sufficient to drive the arrester into conduction. The arrester discharge  volt- 
age propagates into the  cable. 

4. Surge  arrester  operation 

4.1 Surge  arrester  discharge  voltage 

Surge arresters respond  to  overvoltage by diverting  surge  current to  the  ground  and limit the  surge  voltage  on 
the  system.  Surge arresters develop a discharge  voltage  across  their  terminals,  which is a function of the 
magnitude  and  waveshape of the  discharge  current  wave,  arrester class, design, and  voltage  rating. 

4.2 Lead  length 

One  significant  variable  under  user  control is total connection  lead  length. This is comprised of the line lead 
and  the  ground  lead. Line lead  length is the distance from the  phase  conductor tap connection to the line ter- 
minal of the arrester. The ground  lead  length is the distance that the surge current flows  from the arrester 
ground  terminal  to  the  common  groundlneutral  connection  with the cable metallic  shield.  Refer to Figure 2. 

Fuse 
cutout 

Termination 
Arrester 

Figure 2-Line lead  and  ground  lead  voltage  drop  during  discharge  contribute  to total 
impressed  transient  voltage 

5. Cable  system  surge  arrester  protection  schemes 

5.1 Terminal  pole  arrester  scheme 

The maximum  surge  voltage  produced by an arrester  on  the  terminal  pole is the  sum of the arrester discharge 
voltage (also known as lightning  protection  level) and the  inductive  voltage drop L- of the connection 
leads. This voltage can  reflect at the  open  point of the cable run and double in  magnitude.  By keeping the 
total  connection  lead  length as short as possible,  the  total  impressed  transient  voltage  developed by the 

[ 3 
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arrester  installation  is  minimized. This arrester  scheme  provides  the  least  margin  of  protection  for the cable 
system,  compared to those  described  in 5.2 and 5.3. 

5.2 Terminal pole and  open point arrester  scheme 

To reduce  the  reflected wave magnitude on an  underground  cable  circuit,  open  point  arresters  should be con- 
sidered.  Open  point  arresters are intended  only  to  limit  the  transient  voltage  reflection,  usually  have  less 
energy  absorption  capability  than  the  terminal  pole  arrester,  and are intentionally  selected to have  higher V-I 
characteristics  than  the  terminal  pole  arrester. This is  required  to  ensure  the  open  point  arrester  characteris- 
tics  coordinate so the majority of the  surge  current is discharged at the  terminal  pole  and  not by the  open 
point  arrester. 

5.3 Terminal  pole,  mid-point,  and  open-point  arrester  scheme 

Improved  protection  is  provided by the  use of surge  arresters  at  the  terminal  pole,  mid-point  of  the  cable  run 
and at the  open  point. This scheme  is  more  expensive  than  the  other  two  previously  discussed.  Under  the 
same  coordination  assumption as discussed  above  for  the  terminal  pole  and  open  point  arrester  scheme,  the 
mid-point  arrester  will  limit  the  reflected  voltage  on  the  cable. TJsers are cautioned  against  locating  the mid- 
point  arrester  too  close  to  the  open  point  arrester  since its effectiveness  can be compromised. A minimum 
separation of 50- 100 m has been suggested [B4], v141. Further  improvements  in  protection  may be realized 
by the  use of multiple  mid-point  arresters.  The  actual  margin of protection  may  vary  depending  upon  each 
specific  case, and  users  are  cautioned  to  observe  the  note  in 9.3 regarding this scheme. 

6. Lightning data 

6.1 Multiple  current  impulses 

Studies of lightning  suggest  that  ground  discharges  are  not  isolated,  individual  events.  They  consist of a 
series of rapid  discharges.  The  number of discharges  are  often  between 2 to 20, with  a  mean of 3 to 4, with 
an  average  time  between  discharges of the  order of 35 ms.  The  first  stroke  will  tend to have  the  highest  peak 
current.  The  subsequent  strokes have  faster  rise  times.  Surge  arresters  may  not  always  be  able  to  survive 
actual  lightning  conditions [SS]. The  following  discuss  published  data  on  lightning  characteristics. 

6.2 Surge  current  magnitude 

Recorded  lightning  data,  which was not  measured  on  power  systems,  shows  peak  current  magnitudes  in 
excess of 100  k A .  Available  data  suggest  that  less  than 90% of discharges  exceed 10 kA [B 171, [B20]. These 
data  suggest  that an 8 ps rise  time for estimating the  margin  of protection may  be  inadequate. 

6.2.1 Lightning  data  median  first  stroke  characteristics 

The  following  data,  are  with  respect  to the f i r s t  stroke of lightning,  not  measured  on  power  systems: 

- Crest  value 3 I .  1 kA 

- Maximum  steepness 24.4 Wps 

- Rise  time 1.28 ps 
- Tail time 77.5 ps 
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6.2.2 Lightning  data  median  subsequent  stroke  characteristics 

The  following  data  are,  with  respect to subsequent  strokes of measured  lightning,  not  measured on power 
systems: 

- Crest  current 12.3 kA 

- Maximum  steepness 39.9 W p  
- Rise  time 0.31 p 

- Tail  time 30.2 p 

6.2.3  Lightning  arrester  discharge  current  characteristics  from  power  system  field 
measurements 

Data  obtained  from  field  measurements  on  distribution  arresters  on  medium-voltage  overhead  distribution 
lines [B21 are as follows: 

a) 90% of all  current  magnitudes  were  within  the  range of 

1)  First  stroke: 0.3 to 2.4 kA 

2) Subsequent  strokes: 0.3 to 2.6 kA 

b)  Maximum  stroke  current 

3) First  stroke: 28 kA 

4) Subsequent  strokes: 20 kA 

6.2.4 Implications  for  insulation  coordination  studies 

It  is  estimated  that 2% of  arresters  discharge 20 kA or  higher  current  impulses  each  year.  It is common  prac- 
tice  to  use 10 kA for  shielded  circuits or 20 kA for  unshielded  circuits as the  coordinating  current  value in 
margin-of-protection  calculations [B14]. 

6.3 Rise  time 

It  has been traditional to use 8/20 as the  representative  current  wave.  Published  data [B2], [B17],  [B201 indi- 
cate  that  rise  times  can be faster  than 1 p. The  rise  time  of  the  initial  stroke  tends  to  be  slower  than  the  sub- 
sequent  strokes. A more  recent  study [B31 with  rocket  triggered  lightning  indicated  a 1.5 p average  rise 
time  for  an  experimental  overhead  distribution  line  system  induced  surges.  Calculations  using  slower  rise 
times,  such  as 8 p, will  estimate  higher  margins of protection  than  may  be  actually  available.  Lightning  is  a 
highly  variable  phenomenon  and  strong  correlation  has  not  been  established  between  rise  time or related 
rates  of  rise  and  current  magnitude.  Users  may  want  to  consider  rise  times of the  order  of 1-2 p, which  is 
the  range  listed in  IEEE  Std C62.22- 199 l .  

6.4 Bi-polar surges 

It  is  possible to have  surges  with  both  positive  and  negative  components  that  can  result  in  voltage  reflection 
of  both  polarities.  In  the  worst  case of  no open-point  protection,  there  can be  voltage  quadrupling [Bl]. 
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7. Cable  system  impressed  transient  voltage 

7.1 Total  impressed  transient  voltage 

Of concern to the  user  is  the  total  voltage  developed  across  cable  system  insulation  during  surge  discharge. 
Total impressed  transient  voltage is the  sum of the  arrester  discharge  voltage,  the  inductive  voltage  drop in 
the  connecting  leads, and reflection. 

7.2 Arrester  discharge  voltage 

Arresters  develop a discharge  voltage  across  their  terminals  during  surge  current  discharge,  which  is  a  func- 
tion of the  magnitude  and  waveshape of the  current,  the  arrester  class,  design, and voltage  rating. 

7.3 Connection  lead  length  voltage  drop 

Arresters  are  shunt  devices  with  physical  connections  between  the  power  system  phase  conductor  and sys- 
tem ground.  During  discharge,  there is voltage  drop  in  the  line  lead (LL) and  the  ground  lead (GL), which is 
additive  to  the  arrester  discharge  voltage.  See  Figure 2. 

This  inductive  voltage  drop  can be estimated by equation 2 as follows: 

where 

L -  di is the  connecting  lead  wire  total  inductive  voltage  drop  in kv dt 
Lu is  the  line  connection  lead  inductance Wmete r )  x total  length  (meters) 
LGL is the  ground  connection  lead  inductance(pH/meter) X total  length  (meters) 
di 
5 is  the  surge  current  rate of rise, Wps 

NOTECTO include separation effect,  refer to IEEE Std C62.22-1991. 

7.3.1 Complex,  dynamic  systems  depending  upon  grounding  connection  arrangements 
that  are  not  considered 

Depending  upon  the  surge  impedance of the  parallel  available  grounding  conductors  (pole  ground  and  over- 
head  system  neutral),  surge  current may  flow  only  in  one  conductor or be shared by the  parallel  ground 
paths.  With  certain  grounding  conductor  training,  a  condition  can  exist  where  magnetic  fields  cancel.  This 
effectively  reduces  the  ground  lead  length.  The  methods  suggested  in  this  guide to estimate  margins of pro- 
tection do not  consider  such  complex  conditions,  but do include  simplifying  assumptions  that  are  noted  in 
the  discussion of Figures 3-6. 

7.4 Sum of impressed transient voltage  components 

Figure 2 shows  the  components  that  contribute  to  total  impressed  transient  voltage for the  terminal  pole 
arrester. The components are 

a)  Arrester  discharge  voltage  (also  known as the  lightning  protection  level, LPL) 
b) Line  lead  connection  inductive  voltage  drop 
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c) Ground  lead  connection  inductive  voltage drop 

The connection  lead  inductive  voltage drop component is also defined in equation 3. 

where 

Z"Vp is the total  impressed  transient  voltage at terminal  pole  arrester, k v  
L P b p  is the lightning protection  level of terminal  pole  arrester, k v  

dt di is the total terminal  pole  arrester  connecting  lead  wire  inductive  voltage  drop, k v  

7.5 Lead  inductance 

The inductance of typical  connection leads is 1.31 W m .  This value  has  been  determined  empirically [B 141. 

7.6 Lead  voltage  build  drop 

A typical  value for the  connection  lead  inductive  voltage drop is 5.25 kV/m  with a rate  of rise of 4 W p .  
This value has been  determined  empirically [B 141. Table 1 compares the connection lead inductive  voltage 
drop per  unit  length for rise times  from 1-8 ps for 10 kA and 20 kA current  impulses.  These  values  may be 
substituted into equation 3 when multiplied by the  appropriate  total  lead  connection  length. Estimates for 
other rise times  and peak current values can be calculated by intexpolation since connection  lead discharge 
voltage is a linear function. 

Table  l-Lead  inductive voltage drop per unit length 

8.Open-point  protection 

8.1 No-open  point  arrester 

If  no-open  point  protection is used,  the  total  impressed  transient  surge  voltage  (equation 3) can double in 
value, for sufficiently long  cable  runs,  and  subject  the  cable  system to high  overvoltage.  Open-point  protec- 
tion  has  not been used  historically on 15 kv class  systems  with 95 kV BIL. Traditional  margin of protection 
studies utilizing the 8 ps rise time  may also ignore  the effects of connection  lead  inductive  voltage  drop. 
These studies may estimate  adequate  protection, but actually  understate  the  actual  margin.  When faster 
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waves  and  connection  lead  inductive  voltage  drop are considered, a terminal  pole  arrester,  without an open- 
point arrester, may  not provide  adequate  protection. 

8.2 With  open-point  protection 

The actual  reflection at an open  point is an improved  case. The simplified situations considered  here  only 
consist of  the sum of the following: 

a) The  discharge  voltage of the  terminal  pole  arrester 
b)  Terminal  pole  arrester  total line lead  inductive  voltage  drop 
c) 50% of  the  open point  arrester  discharge  voltage  for a 1.5 kA 8/20 discharge 
d) Open-point  arrester  total  line  lead  inductive  voltage  drop 

From a practical  point of view, there is approximately a 30% reflection  of the  terminal  pole arrester total 
impressed  transient  voltage [B4]. Since  light  duty  arresters are often used for open-point protection, their 
V-I characteristics are set above the arrester used at the terminal  pole. This is to avoid the open  point arrester 
discharging  the  majority of the  surge  current, which  may  exceed its capability.  Partial  reflection is a result of 
the  higher V-I characteristics. 

The open-point  arrester may have up  to a 50% reflection of its discharge  voltage  and total connection length 
inductive  voltage drop [B4],  [B6],  which is additive  to the tenninal pole  arrester  total  impressed  transient 
voltage.  The line-lead and  ground-lead  lengths vary depending upon the  open-point arrester technology.  For 
example, a liquid  immersed  arrester  may  have  virtually  no  lead  length,  whereas a dead-front arrester usually 
has a 0.9 1 m long  ground  lead  to  permit  hotstick  operation. 

Open-point  protection  has  not been historically used on 15 kv class systems  with 95 kv BIL. Open-point 
arresters are commonly  used  on 25 kv class systems  and are highly  recommended on 35 k v  class systems. 

9. Margins of protection 

9.1 Arrester at terminal  pole  only 

The  margin  of  protection  can be estimated  using  equation (4). This calculation does not  consider the front- 
of-wave  response.  Other  sources are available to provide  guidance for consideration of the  front-of-wave 
protection  [B4],  [B12],  [B13]. 

An alternative form of equation 4 is 

where 

P M - p  is the  full-wave  protection  margin for terminal  pole  arrester, 96 
BIL is the  basic  impulse  insulation  level of protected  equipment, kv 
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9.2 Arresters at terminal  pole  and  open  point 

When an open-point  arrester  is  used in conjunction  with  a  terminal  pole  arrester,  equation 4 shall be used for 
the  partial wave reflection.  The  margin of protection  estimate  suggests  the  protection  provided at an  interim 
point  where  the  maximum  voltage  occurs. 

where 

PMop is the  full  wave  protective  margin  in for terminal  pole  and  open  point  arresters, % 

7'TVop is the LPLop + Lop - , k v  

LPL, is  the  lightning  protection  level of open  point  arrester, kV 

Lop is the  open  point  arrester  connecting  wire  lead  voltage  drop, kV 

di 
dt 

di 

NOTES 

1-To calculate  the open point di/dt, divide the 1.5 kA surge current by the selected rise time. For example, 1.5 W 2  p 
= 0.75 Wp. 

2-The method to estimate the total voltage on the  cable after reflection  with  an  open point arrester is based upon his- 
toric performance data  for  the sparkover of silicon-carbide arresters [B6]. Use of gapless metal-oxide varistor arresters 
will result in lower reflected  voltage. Computer models  that consider metal-oxide arrester performance will yield solu- 
tions with different margins. These models  may also allow simulation of the effects of multiple reflections including 
cable taps. Equation 5 will provide sufficient  accuracy to estimate if  improved protection is required. 

9.3 Arresters  at  terminal  pole,  mid-span  and  open  point 

Use of additional  arresters  can  further  improve  the  margin of protection,  provided  certain  minimum  separa- 
tion  distances are maintained [B4]. The additional arresters  prevent  voltage  doubling and limit  the  overvolt- 
age  on  the  cable to that of the  terminal  pole  arrester maximum surge  voltage. 

where 

PMMA is the  full wave  protective  margin  in % for terminal  pole  and  multiple  arresters  on  the  cable  circuit 

NoTEcEquation 6 is a simplified solution, and does not address all possible field situations. The margin estimate may 
not be  accurate if there is only one mid-span arrester on the cable circuit somewhere  between the terminal-pole arrester 
and open-point arrester. More rigorous solutions using computer programs suggest that for fast rising impulses, better 
protection is provided  if the mid-span arrester is located close to the terminal pole in order to limit the high Lrp - di 
effect. Alternatively, for other cases, better protection may be  provided  by placement of the mid-span arrester closer to dr 

the open-point arrester. There  are a large number of variables  involved  in a rigorous analysis, and users are cautioned 
against using equation 6 as their only estimation method of the margin of protection. As a case-in-point, arresters located 
on  every transformer on a cable circuit may  not provide adequate protection of the cable for fast rising impulses with a 
terminal pole arrester with long connection leads. 
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9.4 Historical minimum margin of protection 

The IEEE Std C62.22-199 1 recommendation  is  a  minimum  margin of protection  greater  than or equal to 20% 
[B 141. While there  is  some  debate  over  increasing  the  minimum  value, there is no  consensus as to what  value 
might  be  appropriate. 

1 O. Terminal  pole  installation  techniques 

By equation 4, it is clear  that  one  major  variable in protection  is  the  connection  lead  inductive  voltage  drop. 
For any  of  the  schemes  considered,  protection  is  maximized by keeping  connection  lead  lengths  to  an  abso- 
lute  minimum. 

NCYr'E-The following figures are intended to highlight  typical  connection  methods of terminal  pole arresters used  to 
protect cable runs. For simplicity,  various elements in an  actual  installation  may  have  been  modified,  have  not  been 
shown, or may be shown in a  discontinuous  manner,  such as the system  neutral  conductor. The objective  of the figures is 
to identify for the  user  how  various  arrester  installation  methods  contribute to total  impressed  transient  voltage. The fig- 
ures  are not intended to represent  comprehensively  all  components of actual  terminal pole construction. 

10.1 Unjacketed  concentric  neutral  cable  using  neutral  wires  or  cable  with  semi- 
conducting  jacket as pole  ground  with tap connection off riser 

Figure 3 represents  a  terminal  pole  using an unjacketed  concentric  neutral  cable or cable  with  a  semi-con- 
ducting  jacket as the  pole  ground  conductor. The arrester  line  lead  is  tapped off of the  riser  between  the 
phase  conductor  and  fuse  cutout.  The  line-lead  length (LL) is  identified  in  the  figure.  The  cable  neutral  wires 
are also used as the  pole  ground,  and this makes  for  a  unique  case  with  respect  to  total  ground  lead  length. 
The  total  ground-lead  length (GL) is the  distance from the  ground  terminal of the  arrester to the  base of the 
cable  termination,  which  consists of the  following  two  conductor  sections: (1) arrester  ground  terminal  to 
overhead  neutral, and (2) overhead  neutral  to  cable  termination  base. 

Ground Lead ,L.) 

u Semiconducting Jacketed 
Direct Buried Cable Used as 
a Pole  Ground 

I I I  , 

NOTE"No consideration is given  to  effects  of opposing magnetic  fields in the conductor sections  between the arrester 
ground  terminal  and cable termination  base. 

Figure Sunjacketed concentric  neutral or semi-conducting  jacketed  cable 
which  is  direct  buried  and  used  as  the  pole  ground 
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10.1.1 Assumption 

It is very  likely  that  the  surge  current  will  flow  down  the  cable  concentric  neutral  wires into the earth because 
of the low inductance  presented by  the concentric neutral  wires.  It is assumed the overhead  neutral  conduc- 
tor and  subsequent  grounds  present a higher  surge  impedance than the cable neutral wires and cable system 
ground  connections. If the surge  current  did flow along  the  overhead  neutral  conductor  and  not to ground via 
the concentric neutral  wires, the total  ground  lead  length  would  be  the  conductor  length  from  the  an-ester 
ground  terminal to the overhead  system  neutral  connection  point. 

10.2 Jacketed  cable  with  separate  pole  ground  with  tap  connection off riser 

Figure 4 shows a comparable  installation to Figure 3, except  for  the  use of insulated jacketed cable  and a 
separate pole  ground  conductor.  The line lead  length is the  same;  however,  the  total  ground-lead  length is 
reduced  and  limited to the  bond  point  between  the  arrester  grounding  conductor  and the overhead  system 
neutral  conductor.  This  arrangement would provide a higher  margin  of  protection  than  the case shown  in 
Figure 3 by virtue of  less  total  lead  connection  length. 

No tine Lead Lenoth 

Ground Lead Length 

N m I t  is assumed all  surge current flows down the pole ground and not along the cable  concentric neutral wires. 

Figure Unsulating jacketed  cable  with  separate pole ground  conductor 
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10.2.1 Simplifying assumption 

With  an insulating  cable  jacket,  a  complex  dynamic  condition  is  possible  with  respect  to  grounding  conduc- 
tor  surge  impedance. The cable  concentric  neutral  wires  have  relatively  low  surge  impedance. If the  combi- 
nation of the low  surge  impedance of the  cable  neutral  wires  and  surge  impedance  of  the  first  ground 
connection of the cable  run  has  a  lower  surge  impedance  than  the  pole  ground,  there  may  be  a  division of 
surge  current or total  surge  current  flow  in  the  cable  neutral  wires.  With  an  insulating  jacket,  there  could  be  a 
voltage  rise  on  the  cable  neutral  circuit,  resulting  in  a  different  overvoltage  on  the  insulated  conductor  from 
the  case  where  the  surge  current  completely  flows  along  the  pole  ground. 

In  the  case of surge  current  sharing  or  for  all  surge  current  flowing  along  the  cable  neutral  wires,  opposing 
magnetic  fields  are  created by the  parallel  leads  with  opposite  current  flow.  The  magnetic  field  created by 
current flow from  the  arrester  ground  terminal  to  the  overhead  system  neutral  conductor is opposed by the 
magnetic  field  resulting  from  the  current flow  from  the  overhead  neutral  conductor  to  the  cable or base  of  the 
cable  termination. 

The simplifying  assumption  made in this figure  is  that  all  current  flows  down  the  pole  ground  for  purposes  of 
estimating  lead  length  and  lead  length  discharge  voltage. 

10.3 Equivalent  electrical  circuit for arrester  installation 

Figure 5 shows the  equivalent  electrical  circuit  for an arrester  installation on  a terminal pole. The  contribu- 
tors  to  total  impressed  transient  voltage  at  the  terminal  pole  are  the  following: 

a) Line  lead  inductive  voltage  drop 
b)  Arrester  discharge  voltage 
c) Ground  lead  inductive  voltage  drop 

For  simplicity,  the  shielded  power  cable is shown as a  CO-axial  cable and  not as a  distributed  model. 

Larger  than  necessary  conductors  do  not  have  a  material  effect  on  lead  inductive  voltage  drop,  since it  is the 
resistance  and  not  inductance  that  decreases  with  increasing  cross-section.  Lead  inductance,  which  is  a  func- 
tion  of  length,  is the only  variable  that  can  be  influenced by the  installation  technique. 
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Fused  Switch 
Or   Cutout  

U D  Cable ,  
S e e   T e x t  Line L e a d  

Arrester 

Ground  Lead 

G roundina  Svstem 

NOTE"No impedance is shown  for  the  cable  neutral  wires  since it is  assumed  there  is  no  discharge  current  flow  along 
the  cable  neutral  wires. 

Figure  +Equivalent electric circuit to identify components of maximum surge voltage 

10.4 Jacketed  cable  with  separate  pole  ground  with  riser  run  through  arrester 

Figure 6 represents  an  improved  construction  technique.  The  line  lead  connection  inductive  voltage  drop  is 
insignificant.  The  arrester  ground  lead  is  run  from  the  arrester  to  the  cable  metallic  shield  and  then  connected 
to the systedpole ground. With this  method,  an  inductive  voltage drop is  produced  in  the  conductor  between 
the  arrester  ground  terminal  and  cable or cable  termination  base  during  surge  discharge. 

10.5 Reduced  ground  lead  length 

Figure 7 illustrates  a  reduction  in  ground  lead  length.  The  grounding  conductor  is  trained  from  the  termina- 
tion  ground  to  the  arrester  ground  terminal,  and  then  to  the  system  ground. By doing so, there  is  no  inductive 
voltage  drop  in the arrester  grounding  conductor  between  the  termination  and  arrester. This technique  may 
not  always  be  practical  to  utilize.  When  arresters  are  fitted  with  ground  lead  disconnectors, the connection ' 

method  shall  allow  the  disconnector  to  drop  away from the  arrester  if it operates. This means  the  ground  lead 
shall  have  sufficient  flexibility  and  slack.  Depending upon  the  specific  cable  construction,  the  neutral  wires 
may  be  too stiff to  allow  the  disconnector  to  fall  with  sufficient  clearance. 

Figure 8 is  the  electrical  circuit  equivalent  for  Figure 7, where  the  total  impressed  transient  voltage  is 
reduced  to  that of the  arrester  discharge  voltage. 
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10.5.1 Simplifying  assumptions 

Implicit  in  the  discussion of Figure 7 is the  assumption  that  all  surge  current  flows  down  the  pole  ground. If 
surge  current  were to flow  along  the  cable  neutral  wires,  there  would be an inductive  voltage drop compo- 
nent in the  conductor  between  the  arrester  ground  terminal  and  cable or cable  termination  base as well as 
along  the  cable  neutral  wire  run  to  the first ground  connection. This situation is similar  to  Figure 6. 

N(Y"This is a conservative estimate smce there is a minimal L (di/dt) subtractive  discharge  voltage in the conductor 
between the arrester line terminal and cable termmation. it is also assumed all discharge  current flows down the pole 
ground. 

Figure  &-Reduced  line lead length by training line lead  through  arrester 
Ground  lead  run  from  arrester  to  cable 

10.6 Use of coiled line lead  discouraged 

Figure 9 is  intended  to  depict  a  construction  practice that is not  recommended.  While  use  of  a  preformed  coil 
may  make it easier to install the arrester, the conductor  coil  increases  the  inductive  voltage drop and  reduces 
the  protection. Similarly, a coilcd  lead on the load side of the  arrester  line  tap  lead  may  ease  installation. 
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However, this coil inductance may cause an increase in the  arrester  discharge current and also reduce the 
protective  level. 

11. Recommendations 

The  recommendations of this guide are as follows: 

- Apply arresters using  installation  techniques  which minimize total  impressed  transient  voltage at the 

- Open  point  and  mid-point  arresters may  be  necessary  to  achieve desired  margins of protection  even 
terminal  pole.  Minimal  connection  lead  length will help to achieve  the  objective. 

for 15 kv class systems. 
- When estimating  margins of protection, rise times  faster  than 8 ps should  be  considered. There are 

no strong  correlations  between  rates of rise  and  surge  current  magnitude.  Average rise times of 
1.5 p have  been  measured  experimentally.  Users  should  consider  rise  times of 1-2 ps in their 
calculations. 

No Line  Lead  Length  (L.L) 

No Ground Lead  Length  (G.L.) 

NOTEcThe comments  regarding  line  lead  separation  effect  apply  here.  Cable  metallic  shield run to arrester ground 
terminal and  then  to systedpole ground  to  minimize  ground  lead  length. It is  assumed all surge current flows down 
pole  ground. 

Figure 7 4 a m e  as  Figure 6 except  ground  lead  run  from  cable 
to  arrester to system  ground 
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Or  Cutout 
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U D  Cable 
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x - - G rounding  System 

NOTE--Line  lead separation effect and  discharge  current  flow  along  the cable neutral  wires  are  not  considered. 

Figure  8"Equivalent  electric  circuit of Figure 7, where  line  lead  and  ground-lead  lengths 
have  been  minimized,  represented  by  the  absence of lead  impedance  compared  to  Figure 5 

ead Length (L.L. )  

Figure  &Arrester  line  lead  coil  discouraged  as  standard  construction 
because of increased  inductive  voltage  drop 
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Annex A 

(informative) 

Margin of protection  calculation  examples 

A.l Margin of protection  calculation examples 

NOTES 

1-The  following  practical  examples  utilize  the  equations  previously  developed  to  estimate  the  margin  of  protection.  All 
of  the  simplifying  assumptions  discussed  are  utilized.  Commercial  software  programs  may  employ  more  sophisticated 
models  with  more  complicated  and  rigorous  solution  techniques  that  may  yield  different  solutions.  Users need to be 
aware  of  the  specific  methodology  used  by  different  methods  of  analysis  to  avoid  possible  confusion  among  their respec- 
tive  solutions.  The  margin  estimates  at 8 ps and  1 ps are  intended  to  show  the  variation  possible,  depending  upon  the  rise 
time  selected  in  the  analysis. 

2-Estimates  of  margins  of  protection  will  vary  with  the  electrical  characteristics  of  the  arrester  being  used  for  the  same 
method  of  analysis.  Discharge  voltage  characteristics vary by  arrester  class,  design,  and  voltage  rating. As an  example, 
the  discharge  voltage  of  a  riser  pole-type  arrester  is  lower  than  a  heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester  of  the  same  volt- 
age  rating.  The  following  examples  are  illustrations  of  how  to  calculate  margins  of  protection,  and  it  is  suggested  that 
users utilize  arrester  characteristics  for  products  installed  on  their  system or under  consideration  for  installation.  The  fol- 
lowing  are  only  examples  for  the  simplistic  cases  described,  which  may  not  accurately  reflect  a  user's  specific  system 
conditions. 

A.l .I Fifteen (1 5) kv class system 

A.l.l.l Without  open-point  protection 

The system is 15 k v  class (95 kV BE) with  a 10 kV  heavy-duty  distribution  class mester  at the  terminal 
pole, 1.52 m total  lead  length,  and no open-point  arrester. The selected 10 k v  arrester  has  a  published 
33.3 k v  discharge  voltage at 10 kA. Assume a 2 p rise time. 

Equation 4 is used to estimate  the  margin  of  protection. 

Equation 3 is first  used to calculate the total  impressed  transient  voltage at the  terminal  pole,  where  the  lead 
length  inductive  voltage drophnit length is taken  from  Table 1 as follows: 

TTVTp = 33.3 k v  + (6.56 kV/m). 1.52 m 

TTVTp = 33.3 k v  + 10 k v  = 43.3 k v  

The total impressed  transient  voltage (?"VTp) is  substituted  into  Equation 4. 
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With  a  margin  below  the  recommended 20% minimum, this protection  scheme is inadequate for the  condi- 
tions  modeled. 

Table A. 1  summarizes  estimated  margins of protection  for  the  same  10 k v  terminal  pole  heavy-duty  arrester, 
as a  function of total  connection  lead  length, 1 4  m;  for 5 k A ,  10 kA, and 20 kA current  impulses,  at  two  dif- 
ferent  rise  times, 8 and 1 ps; utilizing  equation 4. The  arrester  discharge  voltage  data  used in this example 
are the  following: 31 kv at 5 kA, 33.3 kv at 10 k A ,  and 37.3 kv at 20 W. 

Table  A.l-Margin  of  protection  example  for 15 kv class  system 95 kv BIL with 10 kv 
terminal  pole  heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester  only 

Total lead 
length, m 

8 ps rise 

20 kA l0kA 5kA 20 kA l0kA 5 kA 

1 p rise 

I I 1 I l I 

1 2 I -25 17 I 26 36 49 
~ ~ 

2 

-59 -35 -6 1 24 42 3 

-47 -20 8 8 30 46 

4 -67 4 5  -6 -17 19 39 

NOTE-Cases with less than a c 20% margin are bolded. 

A.1.1.2 With  open-point  arrester 

Protection  using  an  open-point  arrester  can be estimated  using  equation 5.  The  following  estimate  uses  the 
same conditions  as  the  previous  case  plus  a 10 kv open  point  arrester  with  a  published  1.5 kA discharge 
voltage of 30.5 kV with  a  total  lead  length of 0.91m. 

PMop = BIL 
(TT", + (0.5 . TTV,,) 

where 

the terminal  pole  total  impressed  transient  voltage is 

TTVTp = 33.3 kV + (6.56 kV/m) . 1.52 m 
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U V T p  = 33.3 k v  + 10 kv = 43.3 k v  

The open-point arrester total  impressed  transient  voltage  at 1.5 kA is estimated by 

TTVop = LPL,, + LOPZ di 

LPL,, = 30.5 k v  

L OPdt - di = (1.31@-0.91m).(*)=0.9kV m 2 ms 

TTV,, = 30.5 kV + 0.9 kv 

7'TVop = 31.4 k v  

By substituting the  total  impressed  transient  voltage  values of the  two arresters into equation 5,  the margin of 
protection  can be estimated by: 

B IL 
(TTVTp + (0 .5 .  TTV,,) PMop = 

PM,, = 95 kv 
(43.3 k v  + (0.5 . 31.4 kv)  

* 100 = (1.61 -1) * 100 

PMop = 61% 

This scheme  provides a margin of protection in excess of  the 20% recommended  minimum.  Table A.2 is a 
modification of Table A. 1, which  considers  the  effect of the  open-point  arrester for the  same conditions. 

Table  A.2-Margin of protection  example  for 15 kv class  system, 95 kv BIL with 10 kv 
terminal  pole  heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester,  and 10 kv 
open-point  light  duty  arrester  with 0.91 m of total  lead  length 

NOTE-Cases with a < 20% margin are bolded. 
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A.1.2 Twenty-five (25) kv class system 

A.13.1 Without  open-point  protection 

The system is 25 kV class (125 kv BIL), an 18 kv heavy-duty  distribution class arrester  at  terminal pole, 
1.52 m total  lead  length,  and  no  open-point  arrester.  The  selected 18 kv arrester has a published 60 kv 
discharge  voltage at 10 kA. Assume 2 p rise  time. 

Equation 4 is used. 

Equation 3 is  first  used to calculate  the  total  impressed  transient  voltage at the  terminal pole, where the lead 
length  inductive  voltage drophnit length is taken  from  Table 1 as follows: 

TTVTp = LPLTp+ L T p z  
di 

? T V T p  = 60 kv + (6.56 kV/m). 1.52 m 

TTVTp = 60 kV + 10 kv = 70 kv 

The total  impressed  transient  voltage ( T Z ' V p )  is substituted into equation 4. 

With a negative  margin, this protection  scheme is inadequate for the conditions  modeled,  since  the  total 
voltage  exceeds the system BIL rating. 

Table A.3 summarizes  estimated  margins of protection  for  the  same 18 kV terminal  pole  heavy-duty  arrester 
only, as a function of total connection  lead  length, for 5 kA, 10 M, and 20 kA current impulses,  at  two dif- 
ferent rise times, 8 and 1 P, utilizing  equation (4). The published  arrester  discharge  voltage data used  in this 
example are: 55.8 kv at 5 kA, 60 kv at 10 U, and 67.2 kv at 20 M. 
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Table  A.3-Margin  of  protection  example  for  25 kv class  system 
125 kv BIL with 18 kv terminal  pole  heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester  only 

2 

-57 -37 -17 -19 -4 7 3 

-48 -28 -9  -15 -1 9 

I 4 4 4 l  -24 -22 -6 6 

NOTE-Cases with a c 20% margin are bolded. 

A.1.2.2  With  open-point  arrester 

Protection  using  an  open-point  arrester  can be estimated  using  equation 5.  The following  estimate  uses  the 
same  conditions as the  previous  case  plus  an 18kV open-point  arrester  with  a  published 1.5 kA discharge 
voltage of 56.5 k V  with  a  total  lead  length of 0.91 m. 

P M o p  = BIL 
(TTVTp + (0.5 . TTV,,) 

where 

The  terminal  pole  total  impressed  transient  voltage  is 

TTVTp = LPLTp + L - di 
TPdt 

TTVTp = 60  kV + (6.56 kV/m). 1.52 m 

TTVTp = 60 kV + 10 kV = 70 kV 

The  open-point  arrester  total  impressed  transient  voltage  at 1.5 kA is 

TTVop = LPLOp + Lopzt di  

LPLop = 56.5 kV 

LoPz di = ( 1.3m P H  .0.91 m 

TTVOp = 56.5 kV + 0.9 kV 

TTVop = 57.4 kV 
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By substituting  the  total  impressed  transient  voltage  values of the  two arresters into  equation 5, the margin of 
protection can be estimated by 

BIL 
(TTV,  + (0.5 TTV,,) 

PM,, = 

PM,, = 125 k v  
(70 k V  + (0.5 .57.4 kv) 100 = (1.27-1). 100 

This scheme  provides  a  margin of protection just over  the  minimum  recommended 20%. Table A.4 is  a  mod- 
ification of Table A.3, which  considers  the effect of the open-point  arrester. 

Table  A.4-Margin of protection  example  for 25 kv class system, 
125 kv BIL with 18 kv terminal  pole  heavy-duty  distribution class arrester  and 18 kV 

open-point light duty  arrester  with  0.91  m of total  lead  length 

Total lead 
length, m 

8psrise 

20 kA 10 kA 5kA u)kA 10 kA 5kA 

1psSrise 

1 2 22 37 26 39 47 

2 

-38 -12  12 15 32 43 4 

-29 -3 19 19 34 44 3 

-16 8 27 22  36  46 

N0"Cases with a c 20% margin  are  bolded. 

A.1.3 Thirty-five (35) kv class system 

A.1.3.1 Without  open-point  protection 

The system  is 35 kV class (150 kv BIL), a  27 kv heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester  at teminal pole, 
1 S2 m total lead  length,  and  no  open-point  arrester.  The  selected  27 k v  arrester  has  a  published 90 k v  dis- 
charge  voltage  at 10 kA. Assume  2 ps rise time. 

Equation  4 is used. 

P M ,  = 

Equation 3 is first  used to calculate  the  total  transient  impressed  voltage  at  the  terminal  pole,  where  the  lead 
length  inductive  voltage drophi t  length is taken  from  Table 1 as follows: 

TTVTp = LPLTp + LTpzt di 
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TTVTp = 90 kv + (6.56 kV/m) . 1.52 m 

TTVTp = 90 kv + 10 kv = 100 kv 

The total  impressed  transient  voltage (”TVTp) is substituted into equation 4. 

P M ,  = .100 = (0.75-1)-100 
( 2 -  100 kv) 

With a negative  margin, this protection  scheme  is  inadequate for the conditions modeled,  since  the  reflected 
wave exceeds  the  system BIL rating. 

Table  A.!j-”argin of protection  example for 35 kv class  system 
150 kv BIL with 27 kv terminal  pole  heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester only 

TotalLead 
Length, m 

, 

Ilprise 

20 kA 10 kA SkA 2okA 10 kA 5kA 

lprise 

1 4 1  -27  -17 -28 -18 -11 

2 

-58 -42 -27  -32  -21  -13 3 

-51  -35 -23 -30 -20 -12 

I I I 

4 64 4 7  -32 -34 -22 -14 

NOTE-Cases with a < 20% margin are bolded. 

Table AS summarizes  estimated  margins of protection for a 27 kv terminal  pole  heavy-duty arrester only, as 
a function of total  connection  lead  length,  for 5 kA, 10 k A ,  and 20 kA current impulses, at two different rise 
times, 8 and 1 p, utilizing  equation 4. The  published  arrester  discharge  voltage data used  in this example 
are: 83.7 kv at 5 kA, 90 kv at 10 kA, and 101 kv at 20 kA. 

A1.3.2 With open-point arrester 

Protection  using an open-point  arrester  can be estimated  using  equation 5.  The following estimate uses  the 
same  conditions as the  example  above  plus a 27 kv open-point arrester with a published 1.5 kA discharge 
voltage of 85 kv with a total  lead  length of 0.91 m. 

PMop = BIL 
(TTVTp + (0.5 TTVop) 

where 

the  terminal  pole  total  impressed  transient  voltage is 
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í"'TVTp = 90 k v  + 6.56 kVIm 1.52  m 

TTVTp = 90 k v  + 10 kv = 1 0 0  kV 

The open-point arrester  total  impressed  transient voltage is 

n v , ,  = LPL,, + L,,-& di 

LPLop = 85 kv 

LoPz di = (1.31@-0.91 m 1.5 kA 
m 

T T V , ,  = 85 kV + 0.9 kv 

n V O p  = 85.9 kV 

By substituting the total impressed  transient voltage  values of the two arresters into equation 5, the  margin of 
protection  can be estimated by 

PM,, = B IL 
(TTvTp + (0 .5 .  TTV,,) 

PM,, = 150 kV 
(100 kV + (0.5.  85.9 kv) . 100 = (1.05- 1 ) .  1 0 0  

PM,, = 5 %  

This scheme  provides an  inadequate  margin of protection. Table A.6 is a modification of Table A S ,  which 
considers the effect of the  open  point  arrester. 

Table A.6-Margin of protection  example for 35 kv class system 
150 kV BIL with 27 kV terminal pole heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester  only 

NOl'E-Cases with a 20% margln are bolded. 
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Table A.7-Margin of  protection  example  for  35 kv class system,l50 kv BIL with 
27 W terminal  pole  heavy-duty  distribution  class  arrester, 

and 27 kv open-point  light  duty  arrester  with  0.91  m  of total lead  length 

N0"Cases  with a c 20% margin are bolded. 

A.1.3.3  With  open-point  and  mid-point  arrester 

Margins may  be improved  with  the  use of a mid-point  arrester.  With  the  mid-point  arrester, the voltage  on 
the  cable  conductor may be limited to the  total  impressed  transient  voltage at the terminal  pole.  Refer to the 
note in 9.3 regarding  the  accuracy of this specific  method of analysis. 

where 

TTVTp = LPLOp + L - di  
TPdt 

TTV,  = 90 k v  + 6.56 kV/m . 1.53 m 

*TV, = 90 kV + 10 k v  = 100 k v  

substituting into equation 6 

By eliminating reflection at the  open  point,  the  suggested  minimum  margin of protection is maintained for 
the majority of cases. 
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